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On July 7, 2006, the Federal Circuit ruled in the case of LG
Electronics, Inc. v. Bizcom Electronics, Inc., Civ. 05-1261,
that a license agreement that disclaimed an implied license
may also establish a conditional sale, thus defeating the
application of patent exhaustion.
Facts
LG Electronics, Inc. (“LGE”) owns several patents relating to
information management within personal computers and
brought infringement suits against a number of defendants in
the personal computer industry. Prior to launching suit, LGE
had granted Intel a license that covered its entire portfolio of
patents on computer systems and components. The license
covered Intel’s microprocessors and chipsets. The defendants

Decision
The Federal Circuit first addressed defendants’ implied
license argument. To prevail on an implied license defense,
defendants must establish that the products have no
noninfringing uses and the circumstances of the sale “plainly
indicate” that the grant of a license should be inferred. The
Federal Circuit agreed with the District Court’s conclusion
that the circumstances of the sale did not warrant the
inference of a license in this case. The Federal Circuit found
that, regardless of any noninfringing use, no implied license
existed because Intel expressly informed defendants’ that its
license with LGE did not extend to the combination of an Intel
product with a non-Intel product.
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found LGE’s patent rights exhausted because defendants’
purchases were in “no way conditioned” on their agreement
not to combine the Intel products with other non-Intel parts.
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The Federal Circuit disagreed. First, it stated that the LGE
license itself constitutes a sale for exhaustion purposes.
It created a conditional sale by disclaiming a license to
combinations of Intel and non-Intel components and requiring
Intel to notify its customers of the limited scope of the
license. The Federal Circuit concluded that therefore, LGE’s
rights in asserting infringement of its system claims were not
exhausted.
Impact
This decision establishes that a patent holder can avoid
the application of both the implied license and the patent
exhaustion doctrines to its apparatus claims by placing
appropriate restrictions in the scope of the licenses it grants
and requiring downstream notice by the licensee of those
restrictions.
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